Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

The Bethesda system for reporting thyroid cytopathology (TBSRTC)\[[@ref1]\] was introduced in 2007 in an attempt to standardize international terminology and to categorize morphological criteria in fine-needle aspirations (FNAs) from patients with thyroid nodules. FNA is currently the preferred screening test for guiding the diagnosis and treatment of thyroid nodules.\[[@ref2]\]

TBSRTC establishes six diagnostic categories for FNA results and assigns a malignancy risk and recommendations for patient management for each category.\[[@ref1]\] Global studies of the incorporation of TBSRTC in diagnostic algorithms for patients with thyroid nodules have concluded that TBSRTC reduces unnecessary thyroidectomies while also ensuring the quality of thyroid malignancy detection.\[[@ref3]\]

In Colombia, the health system provides the existence of general care hospitals and hospitals specializing in the care of patients with cancer. In both types of hospitals, there are trained cytologists and pathologists for the diagnosis of the most common diseases, and it is supposed that an oncologic pathologist outperforms the general pathologist in the cytological diagnosis of thyroid samples.

Few studies have been published on the implementation of the TBSRTC in Colombian health institutions and its diagnostic correlation with final histopathological results.\[[@ref4]\] The objective of this study was to determine the correlation between diagnoses made based on FNA results interpreted using TBSRTC and the final histopathological diagnosis for patients at oncology hospitals (OHs) and non-oncology hospitals (NOHs).

Materials and Methods {#sec1-2}
=====================

Pathology laboratory archives from three different institutions were reviewed. A cross-sectional study was designed using FNA results of patients with thyroid nodules classified based on the TBSRTC for whom histopathological reports on the resected surgical lesion were available (*n* = 196) and who were treated between 2010 and 2012.

The study included 104 (53%) patients at an OH, in Bogotá, and 92 (47%) patients at NOHs in Bucaramanga and Bogotá, Colombia.

The histopathological reports on partial or total thyroidectomies of patients who participated in the study were diagnosed based on the World Health Organization (WHO) 2004 classification for tumors of the thyroid gland.\[[@ref5]\]

Statistical analysis {#sec2-1}
--------------------

Frequency measures are reported for the categorical variables and central tendency and dispersion measures are reported for continuous variables. In addition, frequency tables were constructed for each category in TBSRTC for comparison with the final histopathological report. Values of *P* were calculated using Fisher\'s exact test.

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

A total of 196 patients were included in the study, 174 of whom were women (88.78%), with a mean age of 50.8 years (range: 14-88 years). Details of the other characteristics of the population are presented in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Characteristics of the study population

![](JCytol-32-12-g001)

The following FNA results by TBSRTC category were obtained for the total population:

Non-diagnostic or unsatisfactory (ND/UNS), 4.1%;Benign, 23.5%;Atypia of undetermined significance or follicular lesion of undetermined significance (AUS/FLUS), 2%;Follicular neoplasm or suspicious for a follicular neoplasm, 16.8%;Suspicious for malignancy (SM), 37.2%; andMalignant, 16.3%. When grouped by OH and NOHs, more categories V, SM and VI, malignant (68.3%) and less category II, benign (6.7%) were diagnosed at the OH, whereas more benign FNA results (42.4%) were obtained at the NOHs, followed by category V, SM (37%) and category IV, follicular neoplasm or suspicious for a follicular neoplasm (18.5%; [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

FNA results and histopathology based on type of hospital
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About the histopathological diagnoses, 64.3% were malignant and 35.7% were benign. The most frequent benign diagnosis was goiter (20.4%) and the most frequent malignant diagnosis was papillary carcinoma (59.7%). When the results were compared based on type of hospital, the OH made a final malignant histopathological diagnosis in 83.6% of cases, whereas NOHs made a final malignant diagnosis in 42.4% of the cases \[[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}\].

When the results of FNA and histopathology were compared, FNA categories V and VI were associated with a histopathological malignancy frequency of 90.4% and 100%, respectively (this last category was not used for any FNA at the NOHs), while category II, benign, was associated with a benign histopathological diagnosis in 86.9% of all cases. With respect to category IV, follicular neoplasm or suspicious for a follicular neoplasm, 39.4% of cases were associated with a final malignant histopathological result \[[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

FNA frequency and histopathological final diagnosis based on institution
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A comparison of FNA with histopathology results based on institution type revealed that FNA category V was associated with a higher frequency of final malignant histopathological results at the OH (OH 97.4% vs. NOHs 82.3%; *P* = 0.03). For benign category II FNA, no significant difference between type of institution was observed when correlations between final benign and malignant histopathological results were compared (OH: 85.7% benign and 14.3% malignant vs. NOHs: 87.2% benign and 12.8% malignant; *P* = 0.6). For a FNA follicular neoplasm or suspicious for a follicular neoplasm category IV, a greater proportion of benign results were obtained at the NOHs (76.5% NOHs vs. 43.8% OH), and a greater proportion of malignant histopathological results were obtained at the OH (56.3% OH vs. 23.5% NOHs; *P* = 0.05) \[[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}\].

Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

Thyroid carcinoma is the most frequent endocrine neoplasm; it presents at all ages and predominantly affects women.\[[@ref6]\] Based on the Globocan 2012 results,\[[@ref7]\] the estimated incidence per 100,000 persons per year of thyroid cancer varies from country to country: The incidence is 13.2 in the United States, 8.4 in France and 5.1 in Colombia, clearly indicating regional differences in the incidence of thyroid cancer and the need to establish diagnostic correlations between FNA and histopathology for each country. According to the National Institute of Cancer, Colombia, thyroid carcinoma is the fifth most frequent malignant neoplasm in Colombia.\[[@ref8]\]

FNA is essential when evaluating patients with a unique thyroid nodule. When used, analyzed and interpreted correctly, FNA reduces the number of unnecessary thyroidectomies in patients with benign nodules and is highly sensitive for diagnosing patients with malignant thyroid tumors.\[[@ref3][@ref9][@ref10]\]

TBSRTC is a unified system that complements cytological findings from thyroid FNA and represents a consensus among multiple experts in different areas of medicine.\[[@ref11]\] In Colombia, implementation of TBSRTC at a single institution that specializes in the treatment of cancer patients revealed an 89% correlation with the final histopathological report for multiple malignant lesions;\[[@ref4]\] however, the sample size and the population selection bias limits the external validity of these results. No data are available on the diagnostic correlation between TBSRTC and the final histopathology report in NOHs in Colombia and whether there are differences in the implementation of TBSRTC and diagnostic accuracy among pathologists and cytologists with more training in the diagnosis of cancer at OH and those trained in diagnosing general diseases at NOHs.

In this study, histopathology and cytopathology results were compared for the same thyroid lesions in patients at three different health institutions: One OH and two NOHs. All institutions participating in the study used TBSRTC for the interpretation of FNA; however, at the NOHs, cytopathologists did not use category malignant in their FNA reports regarding the characteristics of the study population in these hospitals, which have a relatively low frequency of carcinomas, producing distrust of the use of the category. We do not take into account the percentage of incidental papillary carcinoma in the resections for analysis.

The distribution of FNA categories and the distribution of pathologic diagnoses were analyzed. Differences in the two stratified populations were observed. Histopathological and cytopathological diagnoses of benign lesions were frequent in the NOHs, whereas diagnoses of malignant neoplasms were more frequent in the OH.

Comparison of the distribution of the samples in each TBSRTC category with previous reports\[[@ref9][@ref12][@ref13][@ref14]\] reveals similarities in the proportion of FNA category III AUS/FLUS (2% vs. 3-3.2%). These results reflect a strict adherence to the established criteria for this category and contradict the general belief that this category represents a catchall for those cases that cannot be classified as any other category.

However, the same comparison for category IV, follicular neoplasm or suspicious for a follicular neoplasm, reveals that the proportion varies from 5.5% and 11.6% in the literature, while the value in the present study was greater, 16.8% (OH 15.4% vs. NOHs 18.5%). Of these cases, 39.4% were associated with a final malignant histopathology report, the majority of which were the follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma, and a statistically significant difference was noted between the OH and NOHs for the final malignant histology diagnosis in this category (56.3% OH vs. 23.5% NOHs; *P* = 0.05). Differences in these categories are likely due to a cognitive bias of pathologists, i.e., the percentage of benign tumors is greater in NOHs when using this category and the percentage of malignancies is higher in OH. In a meta-analysis that specifically evaluated category IV before and after the implementation of TBSRTC, an increase in the utilization of this category (6.1% to 7.4%, *P* = 0.0002) and an increase in the final frequency of histopathological malignancy (22% to 28%, *P* = 0.03) was observed, indicating the difficulty of differentiating neoplasms with follicular morphology from benign samples and confirming the necessity of histopathological examination for a final classification. These data justify surgical resection of TBSRTC category IV lesions.\[[@ref6][@ref15][@ref16][@ref17]\]

Our data differ from those in the literature for the relative frequencies of categories II, benign (23.5 vs. 64.6-73.8%), V, SM (37.2% vs. 1.3-2.6%) and VI, malignant (16.3% vs. 5.2-7.5%). The distribution of cases in this study indicates a greater proportion of malignancies and a reduced proportion of benign results. The malignancy rate was 64.29% in the whole series. As the incidence of thyroid carcinoma is 5.1 per 100,000 persons per year in Colombia, this high rate of malignancy may be attributable to the population selection bias.

The proportion of category I, ND/UNS cases in this study is lower (4.1 vs. 10.4-11.1%) than that reported in similar studies\[[@ref10][@ref13][@ref14][@ref18]\]; however, the proportion of cases treated in the OH was greater than in the NOHs (6.7% vs. 1.1%).

TBSRTC assigns a risk of malignancy to each category in an ascending manner. In our series, this tendency is preserved, but the frequency of malignancy was greater for all categories when compared with TBSRTC,\[[@ref1]\] particularly for category III, AUS/FLUS (75% vs. 15% of TBSRTC; [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Notably, only four of 196 FNAs were included in this category and, of these cases, three patients were judged to have carcinoma as the final histopathological report. The results of recently published studies demonstrate that the malignancy frequency for nodules classified as category III AUS/FLUS is greater than that estimated by TBSRTC,\[[@ref19][@ref20]\] and a review of the guidelines and clinical protocols for TBSRTC is advised.

###### 

Comparison between the Bethesda system overall categories and the Colombian series: Frequency of nodules included in each category and absolute risk of malignancy
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Conclusion {#sec1-5}
==========

In conclusion, for the interpretation of aspiration cytology of thyroid lesions in Colombia, TBSRTC is a useful tool that enhances the diagnostic accuracy of FNA, exhibits an adequate diagnostic correlation with the final histopathological examination and enables a comparison of results between different institutions. Significant differences in the diagnostic correlation of FNA between the OH and the NOHs in the study were observed, specifically for the percentage of malignancy in categories IV and V. It can be caused by selection bias of the population that consults each type of hospital and also by a cognitive bias of the pathologists who favor malignancy or benignity based on their own workload.
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